
Section Question

i151_Opf - Fixed-telephone operator

What is the name of the fixed local telephone operator providing these tariffs?

i151Plan - Fixed-telephone tariff plan

What is the name of the fixed local telephone tariff plan?

i151Tax - Fixed-telephone tariff, tax rate 

What is the tax rate included in the fixed-telephone tariffs (%)?

i151Link - Fixed-telephone tariff, link

Provide the link where the fixed telephone tariffs that you are providing are 
advertised.

i151 - Installation fee for residential telephone s ervice  

Installation fee for residential telephone service refers to the one-off charge 
involved in applying for a basic residential fixed-telephone service. Taxes 
should be included. If not included, it should be specified in a note including 
the applicable tax rate.

i152 - Monthly subscription for residential telepho ne service  

Monthly subscription for residential telephone service refers to the recurring 
fixed charge for subscribing to a residential postpaid fixed-telephone service. 
The charge should cover the rental of the line but not the rental of the terminal 
(e.g. telephone set), where the terminal equipment market is liberalized. If the 
rental charge includes any allowance for free or reduced rate call units, this 
should be indicated.  Taxes should be included. If not included, it should be 
specified in a note including the applicable tax rate.

i153 - Price of a three-minute local call to a fixed -telephone line, peak rate  

Price of a three-minute local call (peak-rate) to a fixed-telephone line refers to 
the price of a three-minute peak local call from a residential fixed-telephone 
line, including any call set-up charges, within the same exchange area using 
the subscriber's own terminal (i.e. not from a public telephone).  Taxes should 
be included. If not included, it should be specified in a note including the 
applicable tax rate.

i153o - Price of a three-minute local call to a fixe d-telephone line, off-
peak rate  

Price of a three-minute local call to a fixed-telephone line refers to the price of 
a three-minute off-peak local call from a residential fixed-telephone line, 
including any call set-up charges, within the same exchange area using the 
subscriber's own terminal (i.e. not from a public telephone). Taxes should be 
included. If not included, it should be specified in a note including the 
applicable tax rate.
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SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE

All numerical data must be entered WITHOUT any punctuation, i.e. no apostrophes, commas, spaces, etc.

All financial data (tariffs, revenues, capital expenditure) should be provided in LOCAL currency.

Fixed local telephone service

Please provide the postpaid tariffs in national 
currency of the operator with the largest market 
share (as measured by the total number of 
subscriptions). If prices vary between regions of 
the country, provide the tariffs that apply to the 
largest city.Taxes should be included. Special 
offers and plans with limited availability cannot be 
used.



Section Question

i151b - Installation fee for business telephone ser vice  

Installation fee for business telephone service refers to the one-off charge 
involved in applying for a business basic fixed-telephone service. Taxes should 
be included. If not included, it should be specified in a note including the 
applicable tax rate.

i152b - Monthly subscription for business telephone  service 

Monthly subscription refers to the recurring fixed charge for subscribing to a 
postpaid business telephone service. The charge should cover the rental of 
the line but not the rental of the terminal (e.g., telephone set) where the 
terminal equipment market is liberalized. Separate charges should be stated 
where appropriate, for first and subsequent lines. If the rental charge includes 
any allowance for free or reduced rate call units, this should be indicated.  
Taxes should be included. If not included, it should be specified in a note 
including the applicable tax rate.

i153_Opc - Mobile-cellular operator

What is the name of the mobile-cellular prepaid operator providing these 
tariffs?

i153Plan - Mobile-cellular tariff plan

What is the name of the mobile-cellular prepaid tariff plan?

i153Tax - Mobile-cellular tariff, tax rate 

What is the tax rate included in the mobile-cellullar prepaid tariffs (%)?

i153Link - Mobile-cellular tariff, link

Provide the link where the mobile-cellular prepaid tariffs that you are providing 
are advertised.

i151p - Mobile-cellular prepaid connection charge  

Mobile-cellular prepaid connection charge is the initial, one-time charge for a 
new prepaid mobile-cellular subscription. Refundable deposits should not be 
counted. The connection fee corresponds usually to the price charged for the 
subscriber identity module (SIM) card, but may include other fees. It should be 
noted if free minutes, free SMS or other free services are included in the 
connection charge. Taxes should be included. If not included, it should be 
specified in a note including the applicable tax rate. 

i153pc - Mobile-cellular prepaid – call connection charge

Mobile-cellular prepaid – call connection charge refers to the one-off fee that 
may apply for the establishment of a call. If the charge differs according to 
whether the call is on-net/off-net or peak/off-peak, this should be specified in a 
note. Please note that the call connection charge is not a per-minute charge, 
but a per call fee.

i153pn - Mobile-cellular prepaid – price of a one-m inute local call (peak, 
on-net) 

Refers to the price per minute of a peak prepaid call from a mobile-cellular 
telephone with a prepaid subscription to another subscriber in the same 
network. Taxes should be included. If not included, it should be specified in a 
note including the applicable tax rate. 

Mobile-cellular prepaid

Please provide the prepaid tariffs in national 
currency of the operator with the largest market 
share (as measured by the total number of 
subscriptions). If prices vary between regions of 
the country, provide the tariffs that apply to the 
largest city. Special offers and plans with limited 
availability cannot be used.

Fixed local telephone service (cont.)

Please provide the postpaid tariffs in national 
currency of the operator with the largest market 
share (as measured by the total number of 
subscriptions). If prices vary between regions of 
the country, provide the tariffs that apply to the 
largest city.Taxes should be included. Special 
offers and plans with limited availability cannot be 
used.



Section Question

Mobile-cellular prepaid (cont.)

Please provide the prepaid tariffs in national 
currency of the operator with the largest market 
share (as measured by the total number of 
subscriptions). If prices vary between regions of 
the country, provide the tariffs that apply to the 
largest city. Special offers and plans with limited 
availability cannot be used.

i153pon - Mobile-cellular prepaid – price of a one- minute local call (off-
peak, on-net) 

Refers to the price per minute of a prepaid call from a mobile-cellular 
telephone with a prepaid subscription made to the same mobile-cellular 
network during off-peak time. Off-peak refers to the cheapest rate before mid-
night. If the only off-peak period is after mid-night, the peak price should be 
used. Taxes should be included. If not included, it should be specified in a 
note including the applicable tax rate.

i153pwn - Mobile-cellular prepaid – price of a one- minute local call 
(weekend, on-net)  

The price per minute of a weekend rate call from a mobile cellular prepaid 
telephone to a mobile cellular subscriber of the same network (on-net). If there 
are different weekend tariffs, the price that applies to Sunday during daytime 
should be applied (or the equivalent day in countries where weekends are not 
on Sunday). If there is no weekend price, the average peak and off-peak price 
should be used. Taxes should be included. If not included, it should be 
specified in a note including the applicable tax rate. 

i153psms - Mobile-cellular prepaid – price of SMS (on -net) 

Mobile-cellular prepaid – price of SMS refers to the price of sending a short-
message service (SMS) message from a mobile-cellular telephone with a 
prepaid subscription to a mobile-cellular number of the same network (on-net). 
Taxes should be included. If not included, it should be specified in a note 
including the applicable tax rate. 

i153po - Mobile-cellular prepaid – price of a one-m inute local call (peak, 
off-net) 

The price per minute of a peak rate call from a mobile-cellular prepaid 
telephone to a mobile-cellular subscriber of another (competing) network 
during peak time. Taxes should be included. If not included, it should be 
specified in a note including the applicable tax rate.

i153poo - Mobile-cellular prepaid – price of a one- minute local call (off-
peak, off-net) 

The price per minute of an off-peak rate call from a mobile cellular prepaid 
telephone to a mobile cellular subscriber of another (competing) network. Off-
peak refers to the cheapest rate before mid-night. If the only off-peak period is 
after mid-night, the peak price should be used. Taxes should be included. If 
not included, it should be specified in a note including the applicable tax rate.

i153pwo - Mobile-cellular prepaid – price of a one- minute local call 
(weekend, off-net) 

The price per minute of a weekend rate call from a mobile-cellular prepaid 
telephone to a mobile-cellular subscriber of another (competing) network.  If 
there are different weekend tariffs, the price that applies to Sunday during 
daytime should be applied (or the equivalent day in countries where weekends 
are not on Sunday). If there is no weekend price, the average peak and off-
peak price should be used. Taxes should be included. If not included, it should 
be specified in a note including the applicable tax rate.

i153sms_po - Mobile-cellular prepaid – price of SMS ( off-net) 

Mobile-cellular prepaid – price of SMS refers to the price of sending a short-
message service (SMS) message from a mobile-cellular telephone with a 
prepaid subscription to a mobile-cellular number  of a competing network (off-
net). Taxes should be included. If not included, it should be specified in a note 
including the applicable tax rate. 



Section Question

i153pf - Mobile-cellular prepaid – price of a one-m inute local call (peak, to 
fixed) 

The price per minute of a peak rate call from a mobile-cellular prepaid 
telephone to a fixed telephone subscriber. Taxes should be included. If not 
included, it should be specified in a note including the applicable tax rate.

i153pof - Mobile cellular prepaid – price of local call per minute (off-peak, 
to fixed) 

The price per minute of a off-peak rate call from a mobile cellular prepaid 
telephone to a fixed telephone subscriber.  Off-peak refers to the cheapest 
rate before mid-night. If the only off-peak period is after mid-night, the peak 
price should be used. Taxes should be included. If not included, it should be 
specified in a note including the applicable tax rate.

i153pwf - Mobile-cellular prepaid – price of a one- minute local call 
(weekend, to fixed) 

The price per minute of a weekend rate call from a mobile-cellular prepaid 
telephone to a fixed-telephone subscriber. If there are different weekend 
tariffs, the price that applies to Sunday during daytime should be applied (or 
the equivalent day in countries where weekends are not on Sunday). If there is 
no weekend price, the average peak and off-peak price should be used. Taxes 
should be included. If not included, it should be specified in a note including 
the applicable tax rate.

i4213_ISP - Fixed (wired)-broadband, name of ISP

What is the name of the ISP providing the fixed (wired)- broadband Internet 
tariff?

i4213Plan - Fixed (wired)-broadband, tariff plan

What is the name of the fixed (wired)-broadband Internet tariff plan?

i4213Tax - Fixed (wired)-broadband, tax rate  

What is the tax rate included in the fixed (wired)-broadband Internet tariffs 
(%)?

i4213Link - Fixed (wired)-broadband, tariff link

Provide the link where the fixed (wired)-broadband Internet tariff is advertised.

i4213bc - Fixed (wired)-broadband connection charge  

Fixed (wired)-broadband connection charge refers to the initial, one-time 
charge for a new fixed (wired)-broadband Internet connection. The tariffs 
should represent the cheapest fixed (wired)-broadband plan on the basis of a 
1 gigabyte (GB) monthly usage. Refundable deposits should not be 
counted.Taxes should be included. If not included, it should be specified in a 
note including the applicable tax rate. 

i4213bs - Fixed (wired)-broadband monthly subscript ion charge 

Fixed (wired)-broadband monthly subscription charge refers to the monthly 
subscription charge for fixed (wired)- broadband Internet service. Fixed (wired)-
broadband is considered to be any dedicated connection to the Internet at 
downstream speeds equal to, or greater than, 256 kbit/s.Taxes should be 
included. If not included, it should be specified in a note including the 
applicable tax rate.

i4213bs_s - Fixed (wired)-broadband speed, in Mbit/ s 

Fixed (wired)-broadband speed, in Mbit/s refers to the advertised maximum 
theoretical download speed associated with a fixed (wired)-broadband Internet 
monthly subscription.

Mobile-cellular prepaid (cont.)

Please provide the prepaid tariffs in national 
currency of the operator with the largest market 
share (as measured by the total number of 
subscriptions). If prices vary between regions of 
the country, provide the tariffs that apply to the 
largest city. Special offers and plans with limited 
availability cannot be used.

Fixed (wired)-broadband Internet 

Please provide the broadband tariffs in national 
currency of the ISP with the largest market share 
(as measured by the number of subscribers). If 
prices vary between regions of the country, provide 
the tariffs that apply to the largest city. The tariffs 
should represent the cheapest fixed (wired) 
broadband plan on the basis of 1GB monthly 
usage. Taxes should be included. 



Section Question

i4213bs_c - Fixed (wired)-broadband cap, in GB 

Fixed (wired)-broadband cap refers to the maximum amount of Internet data, 
in gigabytes (GB), that can be transferred within a month, included in the fixed 
(wired)-broadband monthly subscription.

i4213bs_cp - Fixed (wired)-broadband - price of exc ess usage 

Fixed (wired)-broadband - price of excess usage refers to the price per 
additional gigabyte (GB) of Internet data

downloaded once the monthly allotted limit of the fixed (wired)-broadband 
subscription is used.Taxes should be included. If not included, it should be 
specified in a note including the applicable tax rate.

i271mb_pp_Opf500 - Handset_500MB, prepaid, Operator

Name of the mobile-broadband operator providing the handset-based prepaid 
tariffs for 500MB volume of data.

i271mb_pp_Tech500 - Handset_500MB, prepaid, Technol ogy used

Type of technology used when providing the handset-based prepaid tariffs for 
500MB volume of data.

i271mb_pp_Plan500 - Handset_500MB, prepaid, Name of the plan

Name of the plan for mobile-broadband handset-based prepaid tariffs for 
500MB volume of data.

i271mb_pp_bs500 - Handset_500MB, prepaid, price of the plan 

Price of the plan, in local currency, for a mobile-broadband handset-based 
prepaid tariff with 500MB volume of data.

i271mb_pp_tax500 - Handset_500MB, prepaid, tax rate  included 

Tax rate applied to the price of the plan, for a mobile-broadband handset-
based prepaid tariffs with 500MB volume of data.

i271mb_pp_c500 - Handset_500MB, prepaid, cap, in MB  

Maximum amount of Internet data, in Megabytes (MB), that can be transferred 
within 30 days, included in the mobile-broadband handset-based prepaid plan 
closest to 500MB volume of data.

i271mb_pp_cp500 - Handset_500MB, prepaid, price of excess usage, per 
MB 

Price per additional megabyte (MB) of Internet data downloaded once the 
alloted limit of the mobile-broadband handset-based plan is used.

i271mb_pp_v500 - Handset_500MB, prepaid, validity o f plan (days) 

Validity of the 500MB prepaid plan, in number of days.

i271mb_pp_Sp500 - Handset_500MB, prepaid, Speed, in M bit/s 

Advertised maximum theoritical download speed associated with the 500MB 
handset-based prepaid plan.

 i271mb_pp_link500 - Handset_500MB, prepaid, Link

Website link of the mobile-broadband operator providing the 500MB handset-
based prepaid plan.

Mobile-broadband prepaid handset-based, 
500MB

Provide the tariffs in national currency of the 
mobile-broadband operator with the largest market 
share (as measured by the total number of mobile 
broadband subscriptions). If this is not known, 
provide the tariffs of the dominant mobile-cellular 
operator. If prices vary between regions of the 
country, provide the tariffs that apply to the largest 
city. If there are several prepaid plans, use the plan 
that is closest to the volume of data indicated. 
Special offers and plans cannot be used.

Fixed (wired)-broadband Internet (cont.)

Please provide the broadband tariffs in national 
currency of the ISP with the largest market share 
(as measured by the number of subscribers). If 
prices vary between regions of the country, provide 
the tariffs that apply to the largest city. The tariffs 
should represent the cheapest fixed (wired) 
broadband plan on the basis of 1GB monthly 
usage. Taxes should be included. 



Section Question

i271mb_pd_Opf250 - Handset_500MB, postpaid, Operato r

Name of the mobile-broadband operator providing the handset-based postpaid 
tariffs for 500MB volume of data.

i271mb_pd_Tech500 - Handset_500MB, postpaid, techno logy used

Type of technology used when providing the handset based postpaid tariffs for 
500MB volume of data.

i271mb_pd_Plan500 - Handset_500MB, postpaid, Name of  the plan

Name of the plan for mobile-broadband handset-based postpaid tariff for 
500MB volume of data.

i271mb_pd_bs500 - Handset_500MB, postpaid, price of  the plan 

Price of the plan, in local currency, for a mobile-broadband handset-based 
postpaid tariffs with 500MB volume of data.

i271mb_pd_tax500 - Handset_500MB, postpaid, tax rat e included 

Tax rate applied to the price of the plan, for a mobile-broadband handset-
based postpaid tariff with 500MB volume of data.

i271mb_pd_c500 - Handset_500MB, postpaid, cap, in M B 

Maximum amount of Internet data, in Megabytes (MB), that can be transferred 
within 30 days, included in the mobile-broadband handset-based postpaid plan 
closest to 500MB volume of data.

i271mb_pd_cp500 - Handset_500MB, postpaid, price of  excess usage, 
per MB 

Price per additional megabyte (MB) of Internet data downloaded once the 
alloted limit of the mobile-broadband handset-based plan is used.

i271mb_pd_v500 - Handset_500MB, postpaid, validity of plan (days) 

Validity of the 500MB postpaid plan, in number of days.

i271mb_pd_Sp500 - Handset_500MB, postpaid, Speed, in Mbit/s 

Advertised maximum theoritical download speed associated with the 500MB 
handset-based postpaid plan.

i271mb_pd_link500 - Handset_500MB, postpaid, Link

Website link of the mobile-broadband operator providing the 500MB handset-
based postpaid plan.

i271md_pp_Opf1GB - USB_1GB, prepaid, Operator

Name of the mobile-broadband operator providing the USB/dongle-based 
prepaid tariffs for 1GB volume of data.

i271md_pp_Tech1GB - USB_1GB, prepaid, Technology use d

Type of technology used when providing the USB/dongle-based prepaid tariffs 
for 1GB volume of data.

i271md_pp_Plan1GB - USB_1GB, prepaid, Name of the pla n

Name of the plan for mobile broadband USB/dongle-based prepaid tariffs for 
1GB volume of data.

i271md_pp_bs1GB - USB_1GB, prepaid, price of the pla n 

Price of the plan, in local currency, for a mobile-broadband USB/dongle-based 
prepaid tariff with 1GB volume of data.

Mobile-broadband prepaid USB/dongle, 1GB

Provide the tariffs in national currency of the 
mobile-broadband operator with the largest market 
share (as measured by the total number of mobile 
broadband subscriptions). If this is not known, 
provide the tariffs of the dominant mobile-cellular 
operator. If prices vary between regions of the 
country, provide the tariffs that apply to the largest 
city. If there are several prepaid plans, use the plan 
that is closest to the volume of data indicated. 
Special offers and plans cannot be used.

Mobile-broadband postpaid handset-based, 
500MB

Provide the tariffs in national currency of the 
mobile-broadband operator with the largest market 
share (as measured by the total number of mobile 
broadband subscriptions). If this is not known, 
provide the tariffs of the dominant mobile-cellular 
operator. If prices vary between regions of the 
country, provide the tariffs that apply to the largest 
city. If there are several postpaid plans, use the 
plan that is closest to the volume of data indicated. 
Special offers and plans cannot be used.



Section Question

i271md_pp_tax1GB - USB_1GB, prepaid, tax rate includ ed 

Tax rate applied to the price of the plan, for a mobile-broadband USB/dongle-
based prepaid tariff with 1GB volume of data.
i271md_pp_c1GB - USB_1GB, prepaid, cap, in GB 

Maximum amount of Internet data, in Gigabytes (GB), that can be transferred 
within 30 days, included in the mobile-broadband USB/dongle-based prepaid 
plan closest to 1GB volume of data.

i271md_pp_cp1GB - USB_1GB, prepaid, price of excess usage, per GB 

Price per additional Gigabyte (GB) of Internet data downloaded once the 
alloted limit of the mobile-broadband USB/dongle-based plan is used.

i271md_pp_v1GB - USB_1GB, prepaid, validity of plan (days) 

Validity of the 1GB prepaid plan, in number of days.

i271md_pp_Sp1GB - USB_1GB, prepaid, Speed, in Mbit/s 

Advertised maximum theoritical download speed associated with the 1GB 
USB/dongle-based prepaid plan.

i271md_pp_link1GB - USB_1GB, prepaid, Link

Website link of the mobile-broadband operator providing the 1GB USB/dongle-
based prepaid plan.

i271md_pd_Opf1GB - USB_1GB, postpaid, Operator

Name of the mobile-broadband operator providing the USB/dongle-based 
postpaid tariffs for 1GB volume of data.

i271md_pd_Tech1GB - USB_1GB, postpaid, Technology us ed

Type of technology used when providing the USB/dongle-based postpaid 
tariffs for 1GB volume of data.

i271md_pd_Plan1GB - USB_1GB, postpaid, Name of the pl an

Name of the plan for mobile broadband USB/dongle-based postpaid tariffs for 
1GB volume of data.

i271md_pd_bs1GB - USB_1GB, postpaid, price of the pl an 

Price of the plan, in local currency, for a mobile-broadband USB/dongle-based 
postpaid tariffs with 1GB volume of data.

i271md_pd_tax1GB - USB_1GB, postpaid, tax rate inclu ded 

Tax rate applied to the price of the plan, for a mobile-broadband USB/dongle-
based postpaid tariffs with 1GB volume of data.

i271md_pd_c1GB - USB_1GB, postpaid, cap, in GB 

Maximum amount of Internet data, in Gigabytes (GB), that can be transferred 
within 30 days, included in the mobile-broadband USB/dongle-based postpaid 
plan closest to 1GB volume of data.

i271md_pd_cp1GB - USB_1GB, postpaid, price of excess  usage, per GB 

Price per additional Gigabyte (GB) of Internet data downloaded once the 
alloted limit of the mobile-broadband USB/dongle-based plan is used.

i271md_pd_v1GB - USB_1GB, postpaid, validity of plan  (days) 

Validity of the 1GB postpaid plan, in number of days.

Mobile-broadband postpaid USB/dongle, 1GB

Provide the tariffs in national currency of the 
mobile-broadband operator with the largest market 
share (as measured by the total number of mobile 
broadband subscriptions). If this is not known, 
provide the tariffs of the dominant mobile-cellular 
operator. If prices vary between regions of the 
country, provide the tariffs that apply to the largest 
city. If there are several postpaid plans, use the 
plan that is closest to the volume of data indicated. 
Special offers and plans cannot be used.

Mobile-broadband prepaid USB/dongle, 1GB 
(cont.)
 
Provide the tariffs in national currency of the 
mobile-broadband operator with the largest market 
share (as measured by the total number of mobile 
broadband subscriptions). If this is not known, 
provide the tariffs of the dominant mobile-cellular 
operator. If prices vary between regions of the 
country, provide the tariffs that apply to the largest 
city. If there are several prepaid plans, use the plan 
that is closest to the volume of data indicated. 
Special offers and plans cannot be used.



Section Question

Mobile-broadband postpaid USB/dongle, 1GB 
(cont.)

i271md_pd_Sp1GB - USB_1GB, postpaid, Speed, in Mbit/s 

Advertised maximum theoritical download speed associated with a 1GB 
USB/dongle-based postpaid plan.

i271md_pd_link1GB - USB_1GB, postpaid, Link

Website link of the mobile-broadband operator providing the 1GB USB/dongle-
based postpaid plan.


